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Abstract
This paper develops a method that maps an enhanced Entity-Relationship (ER1) schema into a relational schema and normalizes the latter
into an inclusion normal form (IN-NF). Unlike classical normalization that concerns individual relations only, IN-NF takes interrelational
redundancies into account and characterizes a relational database schema as a whole. The paper formalizes the sources of such interrelational
redundancies in ER1 schemas and speci®es the method to detect them. Also, we describe brie¯y a Prolog implementation of the method,
developed in the context of a Computed-Aided Software Engineering shell and present a case study. q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
Keywords: Inclusion normal form; ER1 model; Relational model; Normalization theory; Computer-aided software engineering tool

1. Introduction
Database design can be de®ned as the process of capturing the requirements of applications in a particular domain,
mapping them onto a database management system, and
tuning the implementation.
There is a general agreement on the division of database
design into four steps [4,19,44]: requirements speci®cation,
conceptual design, logical design, and physical design.
Requirements speci®cation consists of eliciting requirements from users. Conceptual design develops requirements
into a conceptual model (e.g. the ER1 model). The output
of this step is called a conceptual schema. Logical design
translates the conceptual schema into the data model (e.g.
the relational model) supported by the target database
management system. Physical design transforms the logical
schema into a physical schema suitable for a speci®c con®guration.
This paper deals with logical database design. Traditionally, this activity has been based on normalization of individual relations [5]. However, classical normalization
cannot characterize a relational database as a whole. Thus,
redundancies and update anomalies can still exist in a set of
normalized relations. Two lesser known normal forms have
been de®ned [20,21,30,31] to integrate the interaction of
constraints in the database and detect redundancies.
* Corresponding author. Tel.: 11-416-978-7569; fax: 11-416-978-1455.
E-mail address: mkolp@cs.toronto.edu (M. Kolp).

Nowadays, relational database design typically goes
through: ®rst, conceptual (ER1) schema design; and
second, translation into a relational schema. Conceptual
models richer than the relational model provide a more
precise and higher-level description of data requirements
and constitute the starting point for logical design. Several
methods have been proposed [19,20,21,33,42] for ER1-torelational translations, but the semantic distance between
the two models can lead to anomalies in the logical schema.
In order to propose a method for logical relational database design, we have taken into account such anomalies,
especially redundancies detected by the new normal
forms, and formalized their sources in the ER1 schema.
We have improved the ER1-to-relational mapping and
the database normalization rules given in Ref. [20] to take
into consideration enhanced ER1 mechanisms [28].
Since database design is complex, a signi®cant research
development has been the adoption of knowledge-based
techniques for automating design [40]. In the context of
Computer-Aided Software Engineering (CASE) shell
design, we have implemented in Prolog the algorithms,
constructing a normalized relational schema from an ER1
one enhancing the proposals of Refs. [9,12,17,36].
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2
de®nes our version of the ER1 model and deals with basic
relational concepts. It also introduces a running example,
used throughout the paper. Section 3 is devoted to the
normalization theory and introduces the new normal
forms. Section 4 formalizes some sources of redundancy
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Fig. 1. An ER 1 schema.

in ER1 schemas detected by the inclusion normal form in
the relational schema. Our enhancement of the design
method based on Ref. [20] is explained in Section 5. Section
6 introduces the implementation of these mapping rules and
the normalization algorithms in Prolog. We refer to Ref.
[26] for a complete description of our implementation. A
case study is brie¯y described in Section 7 to illustrate our
approach. Related works are discussed in Section 8. Finally,
Section 9 gives conclusions and pointers for further work.
2. ER1 and relational concepts
The ER model describes real world concepts with entities
Ð objects of the application domain with independent existence Ð and relationships among entities. In the ER1
schema shown in Fig. 1, Department is an entity while
works is a relationship. Each entity participating in a relationship is assigned one or more roles. Role names are
omitted when there is no ambiguity. If an entity plays
more than one role in a relationship, that relationship is
said to be recursive and role names are mandatory. Fig. 1

shows a recursive relationship: supervises where
Professor plays the roles of supervisor and
supervisee.
Cardinality constraints model restrictions to relationships. In Fig. 1, every instance of Department participates in at least one and at most n (i.e. any number of)
instances of works.
Attributes are properties of entities or relationships. For
instance, Employee has an attribute Emp#. Attributes can be
mono- or multi-valued. Thus, as for relationships, cardinalities
are attached to attributes. The most frequent cardinalities are
(1,1), which are assumed as default values and are omitted
from the ®gures. In Fig. 1, Department has one and only
one Dep#. On the contrary, Location is multivalued.
An attribute or combination of attributes of an entity is an
identi®er of the entity if its values, to exactly identify
one instance of the entity. In Fig. 1, Emp# identi®es
Employee.
Several abstraction mechanisms have been added to the
basic ER model. We consider weak entities, aggregated
relationships, derived relationships, generalization, aggregation, and some additional explicit constraints.
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A weak entity is an entity having no identi®er of its own.
Its instances are identi®ed with respect to instances of one or
more owner entities. A weak entity is connected to its owner
entities via identifying relationship(s) and always has a (1,1)
cardinality in these relationship(s). For example, Fig. 6 [4]
shows three weak entities: DailyTrip, Segment, and
DailySeg.
A weak entity usually has a partial identi®er, which is the
set of attributes uniquely identifying instances related to the
same owner entity(ies). Thus, the identi®er of the weak
entity is the combination of an identi®er of an owner entity
and its partial identi®er. In Fig. 6, an instance of DailyTrip is identi®ed by the combination of Trip# and its
partial identi®er Date.
If a weak entity has no partial identi®er, then it must
de®ne a set of identifying relationships that, when
combined, uniquely identify weak entity instances. In Fig.
6, instances of DailySeg are identi®ed by the combination of their owner entities Segment and DailyTrip, i.e.
instances of DailySeg are identi®ed by the combination
of Trip#, Seg#, and Date.
Generalization is an abstraction mechanism involving
two or more entities called, respectively, superentity(ies)
and subentity(es). A superentity may have several subentities and vice versa. A superentity may also be a subentity of
another superentity. A subentity inherits all the attributes
and relationships of its superentities. Fig. 1 exhibits a generalization between subentity Professor and a superentity
Employee.
Aggregation is an abstraction mechanism de®ning a
composite entity from a set of (other) component entities.
For example, in Fig. 1, the composite entity Department
is composed of Sections. As for generalizations, composite and components entities may participate in other aggregations, leading to aggregation hierarchies. Similarly in
relationships, cardinalities model restrictions between
composites and components in aggregation hierarchies.
Also, aggregations can have attributes, as shown by the
attribute joinDate.
An aggregated relationship models a relationship as a
participant in another relationship. For instance, the aggregated relationship teaches in Fig. 1 associates Student
via attends with pairs of Professor and Course.
Thus, in the rest of the paper, a participant in a relationship
denotes an entity or an aggregated relationship.
A relationship is called derived [20,21,30,37] if it can be
inferred from a combination (similar to a join) of other
relationships and generalizations. Both paths (via the
derived relationship and via the join of relationships or
generalizations) represent the same association. In Fig. 1,
DepartProf is a derived relationship.
A subset constraint models an inclusion constraint
between two relationships. For instance, the subset
constraint between heads and the derived relationship
DepartProf models the constraint that every professor
heading a department must work in that department and
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manage one project. Unlike Refs. [21,30], we differentiate
generalization and subset constraints, since they correspond
to different abstraction mechanisms.
Additional constraints can be de®ned on schemas:
Of®ce ! Tel represents an FD (see below) meaning
that, for every instance of Employee, the value of Of®ce
determines the value of Tel.
Fig. 2 shows a relational database schema obtained by
applying an ER1-to-relational mapping to the ER1 schema
of Fig. 1. A relation is associated to every entity and nonderived relationship, while a relational view is associated to
every derived relationship. As will be shown later, this
schema has redundancies and needs to be normalized. In
particular, the relational view DepartProf, represented
in dotted lines in Fig. 2, will allow the detection of these
redundancies.
Data dependencies are constraints on databases and
relations [44]. This paper only deals with functional and
inclusion dependencies (FDs and INDs).
FDs are de®ned on individual relations and are represented, as in Fig. 2, by solid arrows. For instance, the FD
Stud# ! StudName on relation Student means that
the value of Stud# determines the value of StudName.
We sometimes denote an FD X ! Y that holds on relation R
by R:X ! Y.
INDs are interrelational constraints on pairs of relations
represented, as in Fig. 2, by dashed arrows: the IND
Attends[Stud#] # Student[Stud#] means that
the set of values of Stud# in Attends is a subset of the
values of Stud# in Student. INDs involving keys are
referred to as referential integrity constraints.
Given a set of data dependencies F, there are other FDs
and INDs that also hold on a database satisfying the dependencies in F. The set of all such data dependencies is called
the closure of F. It may be inferred by using inference rules.
Sound and complete sets of inference rules for FDs alone
[1] and for INDs alone [10] are well known. Although there
is no sound and complete set of inference rules for FDs and
INDs taken together, the following rule is sound [10,34]:
Pullback Rule: If RXY # SWZ and W ! Z; then X !
Y with uXu  uWu:
The speci®cation of real world constraints in a database
schema constitutes an important part of conceptual design.
Important integrity constraints are directly modeled by
ER1 mechanisms, this is especially true for FDs and
INDs. When the ER1 schema is mapped into a relational
schema, these dependencies must be transferred to the
corresponding relations.
An ER1 schema implicitly represents a set of FDs. For
instance, an FD Id(E) ! Y can be deduced from an entity E
in an ER1 schema, if Id(E) and Y are attributes of E and
Id(E) is an identi®er of E. In Fig. 1, Stud# ! StudName
holds on entity Student; the corresponding constraint also
holds in the corresponding relation in Fig. 2. In the same
way, FDs explicitly represented in an ER1 schema also
hold in the corresponding relations.
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Fig. 2. A set of non normalized relations from the ER 1 schema of Fig. 1.

For relationships, an FD Id(E1) ! Id(E2) can be inferred
from a relationship R, if Id(Ei) is an identi®er of entity Ei and
the maximal participation of E1 in R is 1. In Fig. 1, an FD
Works: Emp# ! Dep# can thus be deduced.
Similarly, ER1 schemas implicitly model a set of INDs.
For instance, an IND R[Id(E)] # E[Id(E)] can be inferred
from a relationship R and a participant E of R, where Id(E) is
the set of attributes of the identi®er of E. In the example, the
IND Attends[Stud#] # Student[Stud#] implicitly holds.
Section 5.1 gives the mapping rules that deduce all implicit FDs and INDs in an ER1 schema and attach them to the
corresponding relational schema.
3. Database normalization
Normalization [5,14,44] was introduced in relational
database design to avoid redundancies, and to update

anomalies due to data dependencies. This process is based
on the application of normal forms to relations and databases. Each of these forms is speci®c to a type of data
dependency. As already said, we only deal with normal
forms concerning functional and inclusion dependencies.
The third normal form (3NF) guarantees individual relations without redundancies with respect to FDs. However,
even if each relation is in 3NF, redundancies and update
anomalies can still exist in a database considered as a
whole due to INDs and to the interaction of FDs spanning
several relations [2,11,21,30,31].
To circumvent these problems, the Improved third
normal form (Improved 3NF) is introduced in Ref. [31].
Unlike classical normal forms, the Improved 3NF considers
several relations rather than individual relations and determines redundancies with respect to FDs. Normalization into
the Improved 3NF comprises the detection and deletion of
super¯uous attributes. It was proven that if a database is in the
Improved 3NF, then each individual relation is in 3NF [31].
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A is restorable in R if its values can be deduced from
S R(A). More precisely, A is restorable if there exists a key
K of R not containing A, and such that we can infer the FD
K ! A from S R(A).
A is non essential in R if A is not necessary to deduce any
other attribute of R. Formally, A is non essential in R if,
whenever a key K of R contains A, there exists another
key K 0 in R not containing A such that we can infer
K ! K 0 from S R(A).
A is super¯uous in R if it is both restorable and non
essential.
A database D is in IN-NF if there are no super¯uous
attributes in any relation schema of D.
The main difference between the Improved 3NF and the
IN-NF is that, for inferring an FD X ! Y, the Improved 3NF
considers only FDs while the IN-NF considers both the FDs
and the INDs.

Inclusion normal form (IN-NF) [20,21,30] was later
introduced to guarantee databases without redundancies
with respect to FDs and INDs. It was also proven that if a
database is in the IN-NF, it is also in the Improved 3NF
[20,21,30].
As classical normalization theory concerns only individual relations, the choice of attribute names in different
relations is not constrained. IN-NF and database normalization theory characterize a set of relations as a whole. Hence,
we adopt a consequence of the Universal Relation Assumption [5]: if an attribute appears in two or more places in a
database schema, then it refers to the same notion, for it
represents the same semantics.
We now motivate the inclusion normal form with an
example and then give its formal de®nition.
Fig. 3 shows a relational database, which is not in the
IN-NF. Each person works on one project, each project is
associated to one location and each engineer (who is also a
person) is associated to one location. Suppose further that
Engineer[Eng#,Location] # Person n Project
[Pers#,Location] holds meaning that an engineer is
located at the same place as the project on which she is working. Then, attribute Location in Engineer is said to be
restorable since Eng# ! Location can be deduced from
the above IND and the FDs Pers# ! Proj# and Proj# !
Location. It is also said to be non essential since it is not
needed to deduce other information (it is not part of any key of
Engineer). Thus, it is super¯uous and can be deleted as
shown in Fig. 4. Note also that all dependencies involving
Location in Engineer are removed.
Inclusion Normal Form: Consider a database D, a set S of
FDs and INDs on D, a relation R and an attribute A of R. The
dependencies in S not involving A in R, denoted S R(A), are
the FDs X ! Y [ S , where A Ó X and A Ó Y, as well as the
INDs R[X] # S[Y] [ S , where S is not a relational view
derived by join and projection from relations of D such
that attribute A of R is necessary to perform a join in the
construction of S.

Person
Pers#

4. Relational redundancies implied by ER schemas
In this section, we consider super¯uous attributes and
relations and relate these redundancies with the corresponding ER schemas.
IN-NF is the only normal form taking into account
relational redundancies relative to inclusion constraints.
As shown in Section 2, such constraints can be modeled
in ER1 schemas using subset constraints and derived
relationships. For instance, Fig. 1 includes the inclusion
constraint that every Professor heading a Department must work in that Department. This can be written, as follows, in a language based on logic:
;p: Professor, ;d: Department
Employee (isa(p,e) ^ works (e,d)))

For this logical constraint, a subset constraint models the
implication Ð the inclusion constraint Ð while a derived
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relationship represents the conjunction of predicates Ð the
association of other relationships.
Since inclusion constraints are often associated with ER
cycles, they become possible sources of super¯uous attributes in the corresponding relational schemas. In cycles,
some information can be deduced in more than one way,
which is the intuition of restorability: in Fig. 1, for a
Professor who heads a Department, we can deduce
the Department in which he works either via heads or
via works. Moreover, some information is not necessary to
deduce other information, which is the intuition of non
essentiality: in Fig. 1, a Department can be headed by
more than one Professor. Consequently, there is no
constraint on heads by which a particular Department
determines one and only one Professor.
While in the ER1 schema heads capture some important semantics of the real world (a Professor can head a
Department), in the relational schema of Fig. 2 Dep# in
Heads is restorable since we can deduce Heads: Emp# !
Dep# from Heads[Dep#,Emp#] # DepartProf
[Dep#,Emp#] and from DepartProf: Emp# !
Dep#. It is also non essential since it is not part of the
left-hand side of any FD that holds on Heads. Therefore,
Dep# should be removed from relation Heads.
On the contrary, if the cardinality between Department and heads is (1,1) instead of (1,n), then Dep# in
Heads becomes essential: the FD Heads: Dep# ! Emp#
should hold and cannot be inferred from all dependencies
not involving Dep# in Heads.
ER schemas are sources of super¯ous attributes, if they
include cycles with an inclusion constraint of the kind
shown in Fig. 5. Two entities A and B with identi®ers A#
and B# are related via, on the one hand, relationships Mi
and, on the other hand, relationships Ni. All Mi and Ni,
except M p and N p, are either 1:1 or N:1 relationships in
the B to A direction, and M p and N p are mandatory N:1
relationships in the same direction. V1 and V2 are derived
relationships associating, respectively, relationships Ni and
Mi. The derived relationships and subset constraint model an
inclusion constraint.
As already mentioned in Section 2, an FD Id(E1) ! Id(E2)
can be inferred from a relationship R if Id(Ei) is an identi®er

of entity Ei and the maximal participation of E1 in R is 1.
Consequently, we can generate, by transitivity on the corresponding relational schema, an FD B# ! A# holding on a
view mapping V1 because of the (_,1) cardinality of each Ni.
In the same way, the FD B# ! A# also holds on a view
mapping this time V2. Thus A# is restorable.
Since we cannot generate the inverse FD A# ! B#,
because of the (_, . 1) cardinalities of M p and N p, A# is
non essential and then super¯uous in V2.
We consider now redundant relations. In Fig. 2, relation
Heads (now with only Emp#) is not redundant because it
contains the subset of professors heading a department while
Professor contains all professors. This is represented by
the IND Heads[Emp#] # Professor [Emp#].
Suppose now that cardinality between Professor and
heads is (1,1) instead of (0,1), meaning that all professors
head a department. Now, since the participation of
Professor is mandatory in relationship heads, the
inverse IND Professor[Emp#] # Heads[Emp#]
holds. Consequently, relation Heads is redundant since
all information contained in Heads is also contained in
Professor: relation Heads should then be deleted.
Similarly, suppose that Professor only has the multivalued attribute major. Then, relation Professor in
Fig. 2 should also be deleted because it is redundant with
respect to ProfMajor. Both ProfMajor[Emp#] #
Professor [Emp#] and Professor[Emp#] # Prof
Major[Emp#] hold meaning that all information contained
in Professor is also represented in Prof Major.
Notice also that all attributes of Teaches are included in
relation Attends. Since both INDS Teaches
[Course#, Emp#] # Attends [Course#, Emp#]
and Attends [Course#, Emp#] # Teaches
[Course#, Emp#] hold, then relation Teaches is
redundant and should be removed. On the contrary, if relation Teaches had another attribute, such as semester
not present in Attends, then it would not be redundant.
5. Design method
Traditionally, database design has been accomplished
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using normalization. However, since the adoption of
conceptual models in the mid-1970s, normalization theory
ceased to be the main logical design step. In fact, working
®rst with ER or another rich conceptual model directly
produces 3NF relations in most cases.
Nowadays, normalization is only viewed as a veri®cation
step removing anomalies left by the ER-to-relational
mapping. However, usual ER-based design methods remain
focused on attaining classical normal forms (3NF or BCNF)
without removing other kinds of redundancies studied in
this paper. As shown in Section 4, ER cycles can be sources
of super¯uous attributes not detected by classical normalization. Hence, the interest of enhanced ER-based design
methods that remove anomalies due to cycles and inclusion
constraints.
We propose an integrated design method including
normalization into IN-NF based on Ref. [20]. These algorithms comprise three main steps. The following sections
develop these steps.
1. ER1-to-relational
mapping
(see
also
Refs.
[19,20,21,33,42,44]): an ER1 schema is mapped into a
set of non normalized relations. Data dependencies are
generated to represent implicit constraints of the ER1
schema.
2. Relation normalization and key generation: each relation
is decomposed into a set of 3NF relations and at least one
key is found for each 3NF relation by using the Bernstein
algorithm [6]. Since several papers present this algorithm
and its implementation in detail (see e.g. Ref. [12]), we
do not develop this phase in the paper.
3. Database normalization: super¯uous attributes and relations are deleted lending a database in IN-NF.
5.1. ER1-to-relational mapping
Entities: Each entity E is mapped into a non normalized

relation of the same name, comprising all single valued
attributes of E. For instance, entity Student in Fig.1 is
mapped into relation Student in Fig. 2. As said in Section
2, FDs implicitly present in an entity E hold on the relation
representing E. In the example, Student: Stud# !
StudName is generated.
Similarly, FDs explicitly added to an entity E also hold on
the relation representing E. In our example, Employee:
Of®ce ! Tel also holds.
Weak entities: Given a weak entity W and its identifying
entities I1,¼,In, add to the relation R representing W the
identi®ers Id1,¼,Idn, where Idi is an identi®er of Ii. Consider
the example shown in Fig. 6.
Each weak entity has either a partial identi®er (as in
Segment and DailyTrip) or can be identi®ed by a
combination of its identifying entities (as in DailySeg).
For the ®rst case, Trip# is added to both relations
Segment and DailyTrip and thus, the identi®ers of
DailyTrip and Segment are, respectively, Trip#
Date and Trip# Seg#.
On the other hand, DailySeg has no partial identi®er
but can be identi®ed by a combination of its identifying
entities DailyTrip and Segment. Therefore, the union
of the identi®ers of both entities, i.e. Trip#, Seg#, and
Date, must be added to relation DailySeg.
Furthermore, an FD R: X ! Y holds, if Y belongs to R and
either: (1) X is the combination of Idi and the partial identi®er
of W, or (2) X is the combination of the identi®ers Id i1 ; ¼; Idij
of its identifying entities. For the ®rst case, the FDs
DailyTrip: Trip# Date ! Time and Segment:
Trip# Seg# ! Price hold. For the second case,
Trip# Seg# Date is the identi®er of DailySeg and
the FD DailySeg: Trip# Seg# Date ! seats holds.
Generalizations: Given a subclass E and its direct superclasses S1,¼,Sn, add to the relation R representing E one of
the identi®ers Id(Si) of Si for each i. In our running example,
relation Professor inherits Emp# from Employee.
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Now, consider Fig. 7 to illustrate multiple inheritance.
Since StudAssist is a direct subclass of both
Employee and Student, Emp# and Stud# must be
added to relation StudAssist. Thus, all (own or inherited) attributes of StudAssist can be obtained through
natural joins on Emp# and Stud#. StudAssist has three
identi®ers but only one of them is needed to be inherited to
relation ResAssist to be able to access all its own or
inherited attributes. In the example, SA# is chosen.
Further, an FD R: Id(Si) ! Y holds, if Y belongs to R. For
instance, the FD Professor:Emp# ! Rank holds in
Fig. 2.
An IND E[Id(S)] # S[Id(S)] is generated from a subclass
E and one of its direct superclasses S, where Id(S) is the
common identi®er of E and S. In our example, the IND
Professor[Emp#] # Employee[Emp#] holds.
Relationships: Each non derived relationship R is mapped
into a non normalized relation with the same name,
comprising all single valued attributes of R and the identi®ers of R, i.e. the identi®ers of all entities participating in R
directly or indirectly through aggregated relationships.
Consider a relationship R and a set of participants (entities
or aggregated relationships) E1,¼,En of R. The identi®er of
R, Id(R), is recursively de®ned by Id R  Id E1  < ¼ <
Id En ; where Id(Ei) is as follows:
² if Ei is an entity, then Id(Ei) is the set of attributes of the
identi®er of Ei;
² otherwise, Ei is an aggregated relationship over A1,¼,An
then Id Ei   Id A1  < ¼ < Id An :
In the presence of FDs, the identi®er Id(R) of a relationship, as de®ned above, may not be minimal and thus some
attributes may still be removed, as will be explained shortly.
In Fig. 2, the identi®er of relation Teaches (where
every participant is an entity) is {Course#, Emp#}. On
the other hand, the identi®er of relation Attends is
{Stud#,Course#,Emp#}, i.e. the identi®er of
Student and the identi®er of the aggregated relationship
teaches in Fig. 1.
Similarly for entities, an FD Id(R) ! Y holds on R if Y is a
proper attribute of R.
In addition, given a relationship R and two participants E1
and E2 of R, an FD Id(E1) ! Id(E2) can then be inferred if

the maximal participation of E1 in R is 1. In our example,
two FDs Emp# ! Dep# on relations Works and Heads
are deduced.
Moreover, for every participant Ei which is an aggregated
relationship over A1,¼,An, then propagate to R those FDs Ei:
Id(Ai) ! Id(Aj) provided that Id(Ai) and Id(Aj) are also attributes of R. For instance, suppose the cardinality between
Course and teaches is (1,1) instead of (1,n); then an FD
Course# ! Emp# should be generated on Teaches and
propagated to Attends.
As mentioned above, the identi®er of a relationship as
de®ned above Id(R) may not be minimal due to FDs and
thus some attributes may still be removed. If the cardinality
of Course in teaches is (1,1) instead of (1,n), the
identi®er of teaches is Course# (instead of
{Course#, Emp#} and the identi®er of Attends is
{Stud#, Course#} (instead of {Stud#, Course#,
Emp#}). In the algorithms presented in Ref. [20], such a
case is not taken into account and thus the generated relational schemas are less optimized.
Recursive relationships: This step is the same as the
previous except that role names are introduced to avoid
ambiguity. Our practical solution consists in concatenating
role and identi®er names in the relation mapping R. In the
running example, relation Supervises is obtained with
attributes Supervisee_Emp# and Supervisor_
Emp#.
The FD Supervisee_Emp# ! Supervisor_Emp#
holds on the relation.
Aggregations: Each aggregation relationship A is mapped
into a non normalized relation, comprising all single valued
attributes of A and the identi®ers of the composite class and
the component class participating directly in A. In fact, the
mapping rules for aggregation are those used for mapping
simple relationships between two entities. Similarly for relationship mapping, FDs are generated from cardinalities.
Multivalued attributes: For each multivalued attribute A
of an entity or a relationship E, create a new relation M that
includes the identi®er Id(E) of E and A. In the running
example, a relation DepLocation represents the multivalued attribute Location of entity Department.
An IND M[Id(E)] # R[Id(E)] holds on relations M and R,
mapping, respectively, a multivalued attribute A and an
entity E; the inverse IND also holds if A is mandatory. In
our example, the IND DepLocation[Dep#] #
Department[Dep#] and its inverse Department
[Dep#] # DepLocation[Dep#] are obtained.
INDs for relationships: Given a (aggregated) relationship
Rand a participant E of R, an IND RId E # EId E
can be inferred, where Id(E) is recursively de®ned as
shown previously. In our example, Works[Dep#] #
Department[Dep#] (Department is an entity)
and Attends[Emp#,Course#] # Teaches[Emp#,
Course#] (teaches is an aggregated relationship) are
deduced.
The inverse IND EId E # RId E can also be
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deduced if the minimal participation of E in R is greater than
0. Hence, we can also deduce from Fig. 1 the IND
Department[Dep#] # Works[Dep#].
INDs for recursive relationships: This step is the same as
the previous one except that role names are taken into
account, as for recursive relationships. For a concrete
example, see Fig. 2 involving three INDs on relation
Supervises.
INDs for aggregation: As mentioned above, since each
part-whole relationship composing an aggregation can be
considered in the mapping process as a simple relationship
between two entities, INDs for aggregation will be generated following the same rules as INDs for simple binary
relationships.
Derived relationships: Each derived relationship V is
mapped into a relation R comprising only the attributes
composing the identi®ers of the participants of V since V
possesses no proper attributes. For example, the derived
relationship DepartProf is mapped into a view having
the same name in Fig. 2.
An FD X ! Y holds on R if it belongs to the closure of all
FDs valid on any relation representing a component of V,
provided that X and Y are also attributes of R. In our example, we can add to DepartProf the FD EMP# ! Dep#,
which is valid in relation Works.
Subset relationships: For two relationships R and S such
that R is a subset of S, an IND RX # SX is generated
from R and S where X is the set of common attributes from R
and S. In our example, the following IND is added
Heads[Dep#,Emp#] # DepartProf[Dep#,Emp#].
Further, all FDs valid on S are also attached to R. Therefore, the FD Emp# ! Dep#, is also attached to Heads.
Minimal covers: Construct a minimal cover for the FDs
attached to each relation.
5.2. Relation normalization
The algorithm for decomposition into 3NF [6] consists of
the following steps:
² make sure that the set of FDs is minimal;
² partition the set of FDs into groups such that all FDs in
each group have equivalent left-hand sides;
² construct a relation for each group of FDs; and
² generate keys from left-hand sides of FDs.
In Fig. 2, relation Employee is normalized in two 3NF
relations:
1. Employee_a(Emp#,EmpName,Tel) with FDs
Emp# ! Tel and Emp# ! EmpName;
2. Employee_b (Of®ce, Tel) with the FD Of®ce !
Tel.
Further in this step, the following relation keys are added:

Course# on Course, Stud# on Student, {Course#,
Emp#} on Teaches, {Stud#,Emp#,Course#} on
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Attends, Emp# on Employee_a, Of®ce on Employee_b,
Emp# on Professor, Dep# on Department, Emp# on
Heads, Emp# on DepartProf, {Dep#,Location} on
DepLocation, Emp# on ProfMajor and Supervises
_Emp# on Supervises.

5.3. Database normalization
Specialize INDs: If relation R has been decomposed into
3NF relations Ri, then replace each IND of the form RX #
SY (respectively QY # RX) by a set of INDs of the
form Ri X 0  # SY 0  (respectively QY 0  # Ri X 0 ), where
X 0 is the intersection of X and the set of attributes of Ri,
and Y 0 the subset of Y corresponding to X 0 . In our example,
Employee_a replaces Employee in the following INDs:
Works[Emp#] # Employee[Emp#],Employee[Emp#]
# Works[Emp#] and Professor[Emp#] # Employee
[Emp#].
Eliminate redundant attributes: For each original or
decomposed relation R, eliminate the super¯uous attributes
as well as the FDs and INDs involving these attributes by
using the algorithm presented in Section 5.4. In our example, attribute Dep# in relation Heads, Heads: Emp# !
Dep#, and Head[Dep#] # DepartProf[Dep#] are
removed.
Add INDs: For each non normalized relation R decomposed into a set of 3NF relations R1 ; ¼; Rn ; add to the
database all INDs of the form Ri X # Rj X; where X is
the set of attributes common to Ri and Rj. In our example,
the inclusion dependencies Employee_a[Tel] #
Employee_b[Tel]
and
Employee_b[Tel] #
Employee_a[Tel] are added.
Eliminate redundant relations: An all-key 3NF relation R
is redundant with respect to another relation S if the INDs
RU # SX and SX # RU hold, where U comprises all
the attributes of R. Then, every relation R redundant with
respect to a relation S must be eliminated, as well as the two
INDs relating R and S. Further, attach all FDs of R to S and
replace R by Sin all INDs having R in its left- or right-hand
side. In our example, Teaches is redundant with respect to
Attends. Thus, the two INDs relating Teaches and
Attends are removed; Attends replaces Teaches in
the three INDs.
5.4. Detecting super¯uous attributes in a relation
For each attribute A of a relation R perform the following
four steps.
Initialization: Construct the set K of keys Ki of R. If K
only consists of a key containing all attributes of R (i.e. R is
all-key), then no attribute A of R is super¯uous. Otherwise,
construct K 0 , the set of keys of R not including A, temporarily remove all FDs involving A in R and all INDs involving
a view V in its right-hand side, where attribute A of R is
necessary to perform a join in the construction of V.
In Fig. 2, for relation Heads and the attribute
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Fig. 8. Layout of Y frame.

Dep#,K  K 0  {Emp#} and the FD Emp# ! Dep# is
temporarily removed.
Restorability test: If K 0 is not empty then choose any key
Ki from K. If Ki ! A cannot be deduced from the dependencies valid on the database (those that are not temporarily
deleted), then A is not super¯uous, otherwise A is restorable.
In our example, the FD Emp# ! Dep# can be deduced
from the dependencies valid on the database. Thus Dep#
is restorable.
Non essentiality test: If K 2 K 0 is empty, then A (found to
be restorable in the previous step) is super¯uous. Otherwise,
if there exists a key Ki of R containing A such that Ki ! U;
where U is the set comprising all attributes of R, then A is
super¯uous. Otherwise, let C be the closure of Ki, and reinsert the dependencies temporarily removed. If C > U 2
{B} ! U cannot be deduced then A is not super¯uous.
Otherwise, A is super¯uous and insert into K 0 any key of
R contained in C > U 2 {B}: In our example, since K 2
K 0 is empty Dep# is non essential and thus super¯uous.
Reinsert or specialize dependencies: If the attribute is not
super¯uous then reinsert the dependencies temporarily
removed in the ®rst step. Otherwise, add the INDs that
can be deduced by transitivity using attribute A of R.
Given the INDs QX # RY1  and RY2  # SZ; if Y 
Y1 > Y2 and if A [ Y; then add the IND QX 0  # SZ 0 ;
where X 0 and Z 0 are the attributes corresponding to Y.
Then, replace every IND of the form RX # SY or

SY # RX where A [ X by RX 0  # SY 0 ; and SY 0  #
RX 0  where X 0  X 2 {A} and Y 0 is the set of attributes
corresponding to X 0 provided that X 0 is not empty.
6. Database design method in Prolog
The use of Prolog [13] for building our logical schema
generator is essential to our approach. The declarative
nature of Prolog gives it several advantages (clarity, modularity, conciseness, and legibility) over conventional
programming languages and makes it more suitable for
CASE prototype design. It also makes possible an integration between static knowledge of the world, or facts, and
deductive statements, or rules.
6.1. ER1 representation in Prolog
We now present how ER1 concepts are represented by
speci®c Prolog predicates.
ER1 conceptual schemas can be drawn directly on the
screen of Y frame [29], our CASE shell (see Section 8),
using a Graphical User Interface as shown in Fig. 8. The
ER1 schema is validated using the integrity constraints
de®ning the syntax and semantics of the ER1 abstractions.
This graphical representation is encoded by a set of
Prolog predicates, which are introduced as the base of
facts. These predicates form the input to the logical schema
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Fig. 9. Prolog facts representing the schema of Fig. 1.

generator, which automatically generates a relational
schema normalized in IN-NF.
An entity Ent is represented by a predicate entity
(Ent).
A relationship Rel is represented by a predicate relationship(Rel). Each participation of an entity or
relationship Part into a relationship Rel is represented
by a predicate participates(Rel,Part,MinCard,
MaxCard,Role), where MinCard and MaxCard are
the minimal and the maximal cardinalities, and Role is
the role of Part in Rel if Part participates in Rel several
times.
An attribute Attr attached to an entity or relationship
Own is represented by a predicate attribute(Own,
Attr,MinCard,MaxCard), where MinCard and
MaxCard are the minimal and the maximal cardinalities.
An identi®er of an entity Ent is represented by a predicate identi®er(Ent,Ident), where Ident is the list of
attributes composing the identi®er. As usual in Prolog, a list
is represented by an expression between brackets, and
members of the list are separated by commas.
A weak entity Ent is represented by a predicate weak_
entity(Ent,IdentRel), where IdentRel is the
relationship relating Ent to one of its identifying owners.
Entity Ent and relationship IdentRel are de®ned as
above. Each weak entity Ent must have a (partial)
identi®er de®ned as above or de®ne a predicate identif_rels(Ent,RelLst), where RelLst is the list of
identifying relationships that allow to uniquely identify
instances of Ent. For example, in Fig. 6, identif_
rels(DailySeg,[TS,DTDS]) states that instances of
DailySeg are identi®ed by a combination of the identi®ers of Segment and DailyTrip.
Two different predicates are used to represent generalizations. First, predicate generalization(Super,Total
Part,ExclOver,Criteria,DefAttr) de®nes a total/
partial and exclusive/overlapping generalization of an entity

Super according to a Criteria. Second, predicate
isa(Subcl,Supercl,Criteria,AttrValue) states
that Subcl is a subclass of Supercl according to a
Criteria.

Notice that Criteria allows to represent parallel
generalizations. An example is when an entity employee
is specialized into admin and tech according to job type,
and is also specialized into hourly_paid and monthly_
paid according to salary.
DefAttr and AttrValue allow to represent
predicate-de®ned generalizations. For example, person
could be specialized into child and adult according to
attribute age.
A derived relationship DervRel is represented, in addition to predicates relationship and participates
as above, by a predicate derived_relationship
(DervRel,RelLst), where RelLst is the list of relationships and generalizations de®ning (through conjunction)
the derived relationship.
A subset relationship SubRel is represented by a predicate subset_of(Subcl,Supercl), where Subcl is
a subclass of Supercl.
Explicit FDs attached to an entity or relationship Own are
represented by a predicate er_fd(Own,Left,Right),
where Left and Right are the list of attributes composing
each side of the FD.
Fig. 9 gives the encoding of the example ER1 schema of
Fig.1.
6.2. Relational schema representation in Prolog
Relational facts are generated when the ER1 schema is
mapped into a relational schema, during the ®rst step. This
relational schema is then modi®ed during the second step
for 3NF normalization, and during the third step for IN-NF
normalization.
A relation Rel is represented by a predicate
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Fig. 10. ER 1 -to-relational mapping: results of the ®rst step.

rel_attrs(Rel,RelAttrs), where RelAttrs is
the list of its attributes.
A key of a relation Rel is represented by the predicate
key(Rel,AttrLst), where AttrLst is the list of
attributes of the key.
A FD that holds on a relation Rel is represented by a
predicate fd(Rel,Left,Right), where Left and
Right are the list of attributes composing each side of
the FD. Working with minimal covers requires the righthand sides to be singletons. This is easily achieved by
decomposing FDs.
An IND that holds on relations SubRel and SuperRel
is represented by the predicate ind(SubRel,SubAttrs,
SuperRel,SuperAttrs), where SubAttr s (respectively SuperAttr s) is the ordered list of attributes of
SubRel (respectively of SuperRel) concerned by the
IND. Moreover, SubAttrs and SuperAttrs are
ordered in the same way.
Other predicates generated by the system are as follows:
rel_all_key(Rel) represents an all-key relation Rel,
tnfdecomp(Rel,Decomp) denotes that Decomp is a

3NF decomposition of relation Rel, superf(Rel,
Attr) denotes a super¯uous attribute Attr in a relation
Rel, tnf(Rel) denotes that Rel is a 3NF relation, and
innf(Rel) denotes a relation Rel with no super¯uous
attribute.

6.3. ER1-to-relational mapping rules
We give in Fig. 10 the result of applying the ®rst step of
the ER1-to-relational mapping to our example. This ®gure
corresponds to the relational schema of Fig. 2.
6.4. Relational normalization
The second step of our method normalizes each 3NF
relation and generates keys. For our example, the predicates
given in Fig. 11 are added. Notice that relation employee
is decomposed into employee_a and employee_b.
6.5. Database schema normalization
Database schema normalization algorithms described in

Fig. 11. 3NF relational normalization: results of the second step.
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this subsection produce the ®nal base of facts representing a
database schema in IN-NF. Referring to our example,
depNo is detected to be super¯uous in Heads, and thus
rel_attrs(Heads,[empNo,depNo]) is replaced by
rel_attrs(Heads,[empNo]). Further, the following
predicates are removed.
fd(Heads,[empNo],[depNo]).
ind(Heads,[depNo],depart,[depNo]).
ind(depart,[depNo],Heads,[depNo]).

Also, since relation teaches is redundant with respect
to relation attends, the following predicates are removed:
rel_attrs(teaches,[empNo,courseNo]).
key(teaches,[empNo,courseNo]).
ind(attends,[empNo,courseNo],teaches,
[empNo,courseNo]).
ind(teaches,[empNo,courseNo],attends,
[empNo,courseNo]).

and the following predicates
ind(teaches,[empNo],professor,[empNo]).
ind(teaches,[courseNo],course,[courseNo]).
ind(course,[courseNo],teaches,[courseNo]).

are replaced by
ind(attends,[empNo],professor,[empNo]).
ind(attends,[courseNo],course,[courseNo]).
ind(course,[courseNo],attends,[courseNo]).

7. Application to a bus company
In this section, we apply our method to the information
system of a bus company. The case has been adopted from
Ref. [3] and we refer to Ref. [27] for further detail about the
application.
Fig. 12 shows the ER1 schema depicting the system. Seat
reservations are made directly by clients (passengers or
travel agencies). Clients hold reservations or travel on a
speci®c daily trip, actually composed of speci®c daily
route segments. Trips can be ordinary or special and are
composed of route segments. Buses and drivers are assigned
to daily trips. The system keeps individual data on each
driver and each bus including, respectively, absences and
mechanical problems.
Fig. 13 shows the relational database schema obtained
by applying classical ER1-to-relational mapping and
normalization algorithms like those discussed in Section
5, in particular like those in Ref. [21,33]. To simplify the
®gure, we do not include FDs and INDs. Our method
produces the same relational output but without the following relations trip_dailytrip, rtseg_dailyrtseg,
trip_rtseg, dailytrip_dailyrtseg, driver_
drvabs as indicated in Fig. 13.
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Again, we refer to Ref. [27] for a complete resolution of
the case study. These relations have been found redundant
with respect to IN-NF normalization and then removed to
generate the ®nal database schema.
8. CASE shell context and related works
This work has been carried out in a larger project in which
a prototype CASE shell for object-oriented information
systems (and databases) development is being constructed
[29,46,47]. The system called Y frame, is developed in LPA
Prolog, and generates C11 code and relational database
schemes in SQL for Oracle. It integrates concepts and
models (ER1, Statecharts, Data Flow Diagrams, Object
Interaction Graphs, Uses Cases) from different objectoriented methods (e.g. [7,8,15,18,39,45]). Of course, the
relational database design module implements the method
described here.
In an OO perspective, an application is described by
several complementary models capturing static, dynamic,
and functional aspects. Our CASE shell is characterized
by a high degree of ¯exibility and a modular architecture:
different abstractions and modeling mechanisms can be
incorporated, customized and combined in each model.
Similar models can be incorporated and combined by any
method, thus allowing to customize the conceptual
languages used to describe the system throughout the development lifecycle.
Since the early 1990s, much research has focused on
CASE tool and/or expert system for database design [35]
implemented in declarative langages, as these languages
have advantages over imperative languages in a prototype
development-environment. Although they are user-driven
especially due to their declarative implementation, most of
these research tools such as View Creation System [41],
IBMS (Information Base Modeling System) [22] or
DDEW (Database Design and Evaluation Workbench)
[38] typically support only one or sometimes very few
development methods speci®c to the tool. This kind of
system, respectively, requires and provides inputs and
outputs in one or a few implemented data models. Users
and designers of such a tool, thus have a limited choice of
design methods.
The IBMS system can be viewed as a good and recent
example of these one-design-method tools. It can provide
multiple functionalities and is compatible with other OO
modeling perspectives, but the system has its own unique
design method using the TSER (Two Stage Entity Relationship) approach [23]. The system consists of three classical
components: (1) the modeling construct and interface facilities; (2) mapping algorithms; and (3) a design knowlegde
base. The modeling construct is comprised of a semantic
entity-relationship model for system analysis tasks and an
operational entity-relationship model for database design.
Following the TSER method, the mapping algorithms
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Fig. 12. A bus company.

integrate these two models and create normalized relational
schemas and integrity rules. Finally, generic modeling rules
and applications speci®c knowledge constitute the knowledge base that can be used both internally (by the mapping
algorithms) and externally (by the user).
A few CASE tools use a less-limited design approach and
integrate several methods customizable by the designer.
Generally, they are called CASE shell rather than CASE
tool.
Our tool, Y frame, is based on such a CASE shell
approach. As mentioned, design methods are implemented
and can use existing static, dynamic and functional models
easily customizable by ®nal users. Our relational database
design module described in this paper can be compared to
the design method of DDEW (Database Design and Evaluation Workbench) [38]. DDEW is a well-known research
CASE tool, supporting database design from requirement
speci®cations to ®nal physical schema. It uses an extended
ER model for the conceptual phase and provides the user
with a choice of relational, network or hierarchical model
for the logical step. As in our translation process, logical
formulas and relational constraints as keys, functional,

inclusion dependencies and sources of redundant relations
are also taken into account in the ER1 schema, in addition
to classical ER concepts mapping. Unlike our method, some
other relational design issues like null values, view
integration, design heuristics introduced from users are
implemented. However, some conceptual enhancements
like generalization or subset relationship, weak entities,
aggregated, recursive and n-ary relationships are not
supported. Again, database schema normalization is investigated as global normalization through the Universal Relation Assumption [5] and functional dependencies, but not
formalized as inclusion normal form through inclusion
dependencies and functional dependencies taken together.
9. Conclusions and further work
The main goal of our work has been to develop and test a
method for relational database design based on Ref. [20],
especially with respect to its viability in the context of
CASE shell development.
We demonstrated the usefulness of the inclusion normal
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Seat_number

Fig. 13. The bus company relational database.
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form (IN-NF). Since ER cycles and inclusion constraints are
often present in conceptual schemas, IN-NF normalization
is needed to safely translate ER schemas into relational
schemas.
Then, we presented our method for relational database
design. It improves the algorithm of Ref. [20], in the following respects:
² takes into account multivalued attributes, weak entities
and recursive relationships;
² distinguishes generalization and subset relationships,
particularly being able to represent parallel generalizations,
² takes into account several identi®ers for entities, particularly due to the inheritance of identi®ers for (multiple)
generalization,
² generates implicit FDs during the ER1-to-relational
mapping,
² uses minimal covers instead of original sets of FDs,
² projects the INDs for 3NF decompositions,
² generates INDs that can be deduced by transitivity,
before removing super¯uous attributes, and specializes
INDs after removing each super¯uous attribute.
Several databases have been tested and have provided
convincing results. We refer to Refs. [24,26,27,47] for
further detail. We brie¯y described one of these applications
in Section 7. These tests have allowed us to improve the
mapping rules and the IN-NF normalization algorithms.
Another important result of our work is the development
of an environment supporting relational database design. It
helps the early detection of errors in the development lifecycle, which constitutes a necessity in software engineering.
Our system validates the ER1 speci®cations introduced by
the user, by performing integrity checking based on the
syntax and semantics of the ER1 abstractions. Whenever
errors are detected, the user is informed with appropriate
explanations. Then our system allows the automatic generation of the corresponding relational database schema,
normalized in IN-NF.
Several issues need to be further investigated. Concerning
the ER1 formalism, abstractions like part-relationship [25]
or materialization [16] could also be implemented. Part
relationship is the link relating composites (e.g. car) to
components (e.g. body and engine), while materialization
describes the relationship between a class of object categories (e.g. models of cars) and a class of more concrete
objects (e.g. individual cars).
Our mapping rules produce relations that keep track of
the distinction between entities and relationships. Other
more optimized rules can generate fewer relations but lose
this semantic classi®cation. Our system can be used to
compare the pros and cons of each method. Optimization
of our mapping rules may be, for instance, realized by
implementing a relation merging algorithm [32].
Normalization algorithms implemented in our system

only deal with FDs and INDs. The method could be
enhanced by taking into account less common data dependencies like multivalued and join dependencies, take fourth
and ®fth normal forms into consideration, and thus shed
light on their user-oriented semantics. We could also
analyze the consequences of normalization into Boyce±
Codd normal form (BCNF). This might be achieved with
the algorithm of Tsou and Fisher [43]. Every relation of a
database that is in IN-NF is only guaranteed to be in 3NF.
However, as is well known, it is sometimes impossible to
reach BCNF for a 3NF relation without losing dependency
preservation.
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